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Dispute resolution

Helping you to assert and
enforce your rights
It is no secret that the best legal dispute is the one that does

Our experts advise and represent domestic and international

not even start. For cost reasons and due to time constraints, it

clients at every level of the Luxembourg civil, commercial and

is often better to finish a dispute between contractual partners

criminal courts in a broad range of complex dispute resolution

by way of an amicable settlement. However, in many cases this

cases particularly in relation to our established practice area

is impossible or does not correspond with the parties‘ interests.

Corporate Law and M&A.

Initiating litigation or defense in court is then unavoidable.

Clients and markets


Local and international clients across all sectors



Multinational groups



Mid-sized privately held companies

Services
Shareholders’ and partnership disputes


Strategic and technical advice in the frame of ongoing or



Private equity



HNWI





Banks and professionals of the financial sector



Minority shareholders legal actions



Interim measures and suspensive appeal

potential local and cross-border disputes
Representation in complex disputes in domestic courts

Large insolvency proceedings


Assistance to creditors

Accolades

International debt recovery

Legal500, 2017: Dispute resolution - ranked: tier 3



Enforcement of judgments and other court orders



Enforcement of arbitration awards



Garnishment procedures

Tax


Administrative cooperation in the field of taxation

Succession disputes
Commercial disputes


Post-transaction disputes in relation to sale and purchase
agreements of shares or assets and especially warranty claims



Franchising, licensing & distribution disputes

Professional liability


Professional liability of companies’ directors, managers
and officers



Liability of the banker, of the domiciliation agent and of the
other professionals of the financial sector



Environmental liability



Insurance coverage aspects



Technical legal expertise

Fraud and white-collar crime


Insider offences



Bank frauds

Real Estate


Construction defects



Disputes in relation with lease agreements

Luther S.A.

Luther advises in all areas of business law. Our clients include medium-sized companies and large corporations,
as well as the public sector.
Berlin, Brussels, Cologne, Dusseldorf, Essen, Frankfurt a. M., Hamburg, Hanover, Leipzig,
London, Luxembourg, Munich, Shanghai, Singapore, Stuttgart, Yangon
Luther Corporate Services: Delhi-Gurgaon, Kuala Lumpur, Shanghai, Singapore, Yangon
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